Introducing Palette - Version 10

Bring out the full potential of your Baby Lock embroidery machine with the advanced technology of Baby Lock Palette 10 embroidery software. You will feel empowered to create and edit embroidery with ease. Enjoy improved functionality that makes every step of your digitizing easier. You also get new fonts and editing features to help you perfect your embroidery projects.

Custom Lettering & Precise Editing

- Includes 130 built-in fonts for every type of project, including 10 monogram fonts and 5 small fonts
- Convert TrueType fonts to embroidery for thousands of extra options
- Edit TrueType fonts or create your own with the Font Creator, perfect for personal gifts or business-minded embroidery
- Easily create embroidered labels with built-in small fonts
- Customize letters by resizing them and editing fills
- Use the Sewing Attribute to change colors, density and text features, ensuring flawless embroidering and production
- Resize, rotate, and make other changes to existing designs
- Color sort your designs to reduce thread changes

Advanced Digitizing Tools

- Create designs manually or with drawing tools using the Four-Stage Design Center
- Save time using the built-in Wizards for photo stitch, cross stitch, appliqué, and embroidery designs
- Photo Stitch will turn favorite photos into memorable keepsakes
- Customize every stitch with 9 fill styles and 3 line sewing styles. Includes cross-stitch and spiral fills
- Instantly digitize vector .wmf files

- Choose from various outline stitches including a chain stitch
- Create freestanding lace with the zig zag net fill stitch
- Make patches or other 3D designs with up to 14mm satin density
- Import EMF and SVG images from your digital cutter to transform them into embroidery
- Design custom fill, stamp and motif patterns and increase creativity with the Programmable Stitch Creator
- Enjoy creative stitch variations such as candlewicking and a hand-look stem stitch
Effective Production Assistance

- Connect Baby Lock multi-needle machines to finish multiple projects more efficiently
- Create designs with shorter jump stitches and less trims—great for multiples
- Create templates for frequently-used designs

- Use the Name Drop feature to quickly swap names and numbers in and out of designs such as team or business logos
- Use up to 500 names, import or export as .CSV database files
- Control length of jump stitches for quicker production and ease when creating smaller lettering designs
- Easily convert design formats

Baby Lock Palette 10 software gives your embroidery machine more features!

- Linking function allows you to transfer embroidery designs directly from your computer to 1 to 4 connected machines*

Embroider on 14” x 14” Jumbo Hoop (Available on Enterprise 10-needle machine only)

- Effective Production Assistance

Easy to Use Layout & Designing

- Software Key gives you hassle-free access to Palette 10 capabilities
- Simple navigation menu gives you quick access to your settings
- View design thumbnails on your computer to easily retrieve particular files
- Recipe function gives you tips to optimize designs for individual projects
- Effortlessly merge fonts and designs to give every design a one-of-a-kind touch
- View designs in 3D with Realistic Preview and work within Preview for easy editing
- Add guidelines to your design page for accurate design placement
- View hoop sizes for single and multi-needle machines for perfect positioning on every hoop
- Split large designs to fit smaller hoops
- Watch designs sew on screen with the Sewing Simulator, so you can stitch with confidence

Requirements for Palette 10

- IBM-PC or compatible computer with Pentium IV or higher
- Windows® Vista, Windows 7 & 8 (32 or 64 bit operating system)
- Minimum 512MB (1GB or more is recommended)
- Hard Disk Space: 300MB
- Monitor: XGA (1024 x 768), 16 bit color or higher
- Port: 1 available USB
- Printer: A graphic printer that is supported by your system (if you wish to print your images)
- CD-ROM Drive: Required for installation
- Mouse or compatible pointing device
Upgrade
Your Current Palette 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 Software to Palette 10

New Creative Options Including Cutwork:
- Digitize unique cutwork designs. Customize each design with different styles of net fill stitches and add classic cutwork features, such as Richelieu bars, to any project. (Requires cutwork needles to stitch out. Needles sold separately.)
- New chain stitch outline and zig zag net fill stitch
- Make patches or other 3D designs with up to 14mm satin density
- Import EMF and SVG images from your digital cutter to embellish them with embroidery
- 25 new fonts plus 5 new small fonts perfect for embroidered labels
- Pull guidelines from top or sides of design page for accurate design placement

Easier Functionality:
- Software Key gives you hassle-free access to everything in the program
- Simple navigation menu lets you get straight to embroidery
- Design thumbnails help you quickly find what you’re looking for
- Recipe function gives you tips to optimize designs for individual projects
- Improved Photo Stitch gives you better color control and contrast recognition
- New font filter makes it easy to find the perfect lettering for your project
- Refined split design lets you determine exactly where you split
- Color sort your designs to reduce thread changes